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Abstract: Hoax news in Indonesia spread at an alarming rate. To reduce this, hoax 
news detection system needs to be created and put into practice. Such a system may 
use readers’ feedback and Naïve Bayes algorithm, which is used to verify news. 
Overtime, by using readers’ feedback, database corpus will continue to grow and 
could improve system performance. The current research aims to reach this. System 
performance evaluation is carried out under two conditions ‒ with and without 
sources (URL). The system is able to detect hoax news very well under both 
conditions. The highest precision, recall and f-measure values when including URL 
are 0.91, 1, and 0.95 respectively. Meanwhile, the highest value of precision, recall 
and f-measure without URL are 0.88, 1 and 0.94, respectively.  
Keywords: Hoax news, Indonesian news, Naïve Bayes, reader feedback. 

1. Introduction 
Hoax is a malicious deception or a deceit made intentionally for malicious purposes 
[1]. It does not damage computer programs and operating systems, but it can destroy 
personal or brand image and reputation, shape public opinion, and even cause 
financial loss [2]. Considering the possible danger, hoaxes should be identified and 
classified [3]. In 2002, Yahoo email scam asked for their customers' credit card 
number through Yahoo PayDirect!, and requested payment for fake services [4]. 
Beside email, hoaxes spread through various media, such as instant messaging [5], 
internet chats, mobile messaging [5], social media [6], and even travel as news on a 
website [7]. 

Initial hoax detection systems were developed in the email domain [2, 3, 8, 9]. 
These systems receive email messages that are suspected of scamming. They 
compare these emails with scam emails stored in the database. There are several 
methods to detect e-mail hoaxes, among others, using the fuzzy logic expert 
approach, text similarity approach, and learning machine approach. To improve 
system reliability, databases need to be updated periodically.   
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I s h a k, C h e n  and Y o n g  [8] and C h e n, Y o n g  and I s h a k  [9] were able 
to identify patterns of hoax messages. However, unlike hoax messages, hoaxes  
on news sites do not have recognizable characteristics or patterns and do not have 
rigid language writing patterns [10], so readers will not be able to detect whether it is 
hoax news or not. A piece of news is considered as truth if there is someone who 
clarifies it. 

Research on Indonesian hoax news has been extensive. R a s y w i r  and 
P u r w a r i a n t i  [10] compared many types of hoax news classification methods 
using a machine learning approach. The results showed that Naïve Bayes yielded the 
best performance compared to either Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm or 
C4.5 algorithm. P r a s e t i j o  et al. [11] classified hoax news in Indonesia based on 
sentence features. P r a t i w i, A s m a r a  and R a h u t o m o  [12] helped building 
Indonesian news datasets that are freely accessible for research purposes. 
S i r a j u d e e n, A z m i  and A b u b a k a r  [13] considered IP address validity and 
verified news source to determine whether news is hoax or not. Therefore, the 
database contains a list of valid IP addresses and verified news sources. Previous 
research in this area found it difficult to develop news hoax database collection. 

In this paper, we propose a hoax detection system by using readers’ feedback 
and text matching approach. Naïve Bayes was chosen for text matching because this 
method has advantages over other learning algorithms. Naïve Bayes is a simple [14] 
but accurate [12] learning technique in spite of false independent assumptions. Naïve 
Bayes learning does not require complex generalization processes [15]. It only needs 
to calculate the feature statistics per class by one time passing through the training 
document so it saves computing time [16]. Feedback from readers classifies 
documents that do not match any classes in the corpus, and at the same time it adds 
the collection of news in the corpus. The proposed system can also match the news' 
URL address with the trusted list of URLs and add the news’ URLs to the database.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews literature on 
hoax detection system. Section 3 describes the research methodology that includes 
system architecture and the type of document dataset. Section 4 reveals the results of 
the experiment. Section 5 compares our results with other studies. Chapter 6 
concludes the paper. 

2. Related works 
Research in hoax was first developed in email domain, conducted by H e r n a n d e z  
et al. [14], P e t k o v i c, K o s t a n j c a r  and P a l e  [3], V u k o v i c, P r i p u z i c  and 
B e l a n i  [2], I s h a k, C h e n  and Y o n g  [8], and C h e n, Y o n g  and I s h a k  [9]. 
While hoax news research in Indonesian is still limited, there have been a few 
attempts to study the phenomenon. Table 1 shows the previous research and the 
results. 

Indonesian hoax news research began in 2015. Rasywir and Purwarianti’s 
experiment on several text classification methods, i.e., Naïve Bayes, SVM, and C4.5, 
have shown that probability-based feature selection (information gain, mutual 
information, and chi-square) is better than frequency-based feature selection (TF or 
TF-IDF).  
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Table 1. The previous research and the results [10-13, 17] 
Domain Research Approaches / Methods Result 

Email hoax [14], 
2002 

Heuristics Approaches and 
Traffic Analysis 

Early automated hoax 
detection system 

Email hoax [3], 2005 

Similarity Calculation : 
Levenstein Distance 
Classification Method : 
Modified Nearest Neighbor and 
Fuzzy Logic 

Automated hoax email 
detector with simple 
intelligence (using database) 

Textual Hoaxes (email, short 
message service (SMS), 
message on internet chats 
and forums 

[2], 2009 

Similarity Calculation :  
N-Gram 
Classification Method :  
Self Organizing Map (SOM)  

Automated hoax email 
detector with an integrated 
intelligent system  

Email Hoax [8], 2012 

Similarity Calculation: 
Levenstein Distance 
Classification Method: 
Levenstein Distance 

Email hoax detection 
system 

Email Hoax [9], 2014 

Similarity Calculation: 
Levenstein Distance 
Classification Method: 
Levenstein Distance 

Email hoax detection 
system 

Indonesian  
Hoax News 

[10], 
2015 

Comparison of Text 
Classification Performance 
between Naïve Bayes, SVM, 
and C4.5 

Naïve Bayes text 
classification yields the best 
results compared to the 
others 

Indonesian  
Hoax News 

[11], 
2017 

Classification Methods : 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
and Stochastic Gradient 
Descent (SGD) 

Indonesian Hoax News 
based on sentence  
feature 

Indonesian  
Hoax News 

[12], 
2017 

Classification Method: Naïve 
Bayes 

Build an open-access 
Indonesian Language news 
dataset 

Fake News [13], 
2017 

Classification Method : 
Multi-layered technique (IP 
Address, Source of News) 

Produces a generic 
framework to detect fake 
news from any news source 
platform 

Fake News [17], 
2017 

Classification Method : Naïve 
Bayes 

Automated fake news 
detection system for 
Facebook News posts 

 
Naïve Bayes provides the best accuracy by using 10-fold cross-validation. 

However, classification performance declines when topics are varied, so it cannot 
detect hoax news. P r a s e t i j o  et al. [11] has eliminated the shortcomings in Rasywir 
and Purwarianti’s research by using full news content and by looking at sentence 
features more closely. Prasetijo examined news from politics, economy, sport, 
entertainment, and technology. The results showed that SGD with modified-huber 
kernels increases SVM algorithms. P r a t i w i, A s m a r a  and R a h u t o m o  [12] 
used Naïve Bayes algorithm to classify Indonesian hoax news. The research outcome 
was an openly accessed database consisting of hoax news and a tested proportion of 
training and testing sets. The experimental results showed that the best accuracy was 
achieved when ratio between training and testing was 70:30 
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S i r a j u d e e n, A z m i  and A b u b a k a r  [13] argued that the barrier attribute 
on websites or microblogging sites can be utilized to detect fake news. Sirajudeen 
adopted a multi-layered technique: a combination of IP address verification and news 
source verification. The validity of an IP address is determined by its consistency. 
The validity of the news source is determined by authorship, headlines, and content. 
The results of IP address verification and news source verification are simultaneously 
evaluated using IF-THEN rule principle. If the IP address and the news source are 
verified, then the news is legitimate (fake or genuine). If this condition is not met, the 
news is a claim. G r a n i k  and M e s y u r a  [17] used Naïve Bayes algorithm to 
develop a system to detect fake news on Facebook. The datasets were relatively small 
(around 2000 posts), compared to millions of news circulating on Facebook. 
Nevertheless, Naïve Bayes was able to detect fake news well, without pre-processing, 
i.e., removing stop words and stemming. 

Previous research still faces a bottleneck issue when adding news corpus into 
the database. System administrator must input new news to the database regularly 
because hoax news is produced and circulated every day. The Indonesian government 
has established agencies to confirm news on official websites, but this is not 
sufficient. What is needed is a system that can connect all of these official websites 
and engage news readers to verify hoax news. 

3. Research methodology 

3.1. System architecture 
Our proposed system consists of four stages: pre-processing, similarity calculation, 
classification and class determination. The architectural design of the proposed 
system can be seen in Fig. 1. Readers must put in the news’ attributes that consist of 
title (mandatory), URL (optional), and news content (mandatory). URL is taken into 
consideration based on research of D. R. P a t i l and J. B. P a t i l [18] emphasising on 
the number of malicious URLs in cyberspace. 

Documents
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Training Phase

Query Document

(Title+[url]+content)

Fact / Hoax 

News 

Database
Preprocessing

Similarity 

Calculation

Testing Phase

Crawl 

Document 

from BING 

Search

Is query document similar 

to documents in the News 

Database?
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Give Feedback

Classification

Classified 

Documents

(Type 2)
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(Type 3)
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Determination

Similarity 

Calculation
Classification Classified 

Documents

(Type 1)

Is input url in the trusted 

url list on corpus?

Yes
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Fig. 1. System architecture 
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3.1.1. Pre-processing 
Pre-processing is carried out every time documents and queries are put into the 
system [19]. Pre-processing consists of two stages: tokenization and stemming. 
Tokenization aims to cut a collection of texts into several terms or words while 
removing certain characters, such as punctuation [20]. Stemming is a crude heuristic 
process that chops off words to their written word form [21]. The stemming process 
uses Tala algorithm because the computational speed for Indonesian language 
document is high [22, 23].  

3.1.2. Similarity calculation 
This hoax detection system uses cosine similarity algorithm to determine whether the 
tested document is similar to the documents in the database [24]. Cosine similarity 
utilizes the cosine angle value between them.  

 
Fig. 2. Illustration of cosine similarity measurements between two vectors 

Fig. 2 illustrates that each document to compare resembles a vector, called an n-
dimensional vector. N is the number of words in each document (vector).  

(1) 𝑣(𝑑1) = (𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3, … ), 

(2) 𝑣(𝑑2) = (𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, … ). 
Variable ai and bi are the number of words in Document 1 and Document 2, 

respectively. The similarity of a document compared to the database is determined 
by using cosine similarity [25]. T h e o d o r i d i s  and K o u t r o u m b a s  [26] defines 
cosine similarity measure in (3) as follows: 
(3) cos 𝜃 =

𝑎∙𝑏

‖𝑎‖‖𝑏‖
, 

where  
(4) ‖𝑎‖ = √ 𝑎1

2 +  𝑎2
2+ . . . +𝑎𝑛

2, 
and  

(5) ‖𝑏‖ = √ 𝑏1
2 +  𝑏2

2+ . . . +𝑏𝑛
2. 

The value of cos is between 0 and 1. If the value of cos is close to 1, then a 
document has more similarity. 

In this study, the threshold cosine similarity values are compared to determine 
the best one. The threshold is used to calculate news similarity taken from BING API 
and compared to the news in the database. The threshold cosine similarity values are 
0.2, 0.4, and 0.6.  The threshold value of 0.2 is the most accurate. The threshold 0.6 
has a sensitive result. The threshold 0.4 is between 0.2 and 0.6 results [27]. 
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3.1.3. Classification 
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the classification method 

 
The classification method uses Naïve Bayes, with five steps as follows. 
1. Determine the initial probability of the document using  

(6) 𝑃(𝑐|𝑑) 𝑃(𝑐) ∏ 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛𝑑  𝑃(𝑡𝑘|𝑐), 
where P(tk|c) is a condition where probability of a word is found in a document in 
class c; P(c) is the prior probability of documents in class c. 

2. Determine Maximum A Posterior (MAP) for the best class in Naïve Bayes 
using  
(7) cmap = arg max p̂(c|d) = arg max p̂(c) ∏ �̂�(𝑡𝑘|𝑐)1𝑘𝑛𝑑 , 
P̂ is written because it does not know the truth of the parameter value p(c) and p(tk|c). 

3. Estimate the parameters p̂(c) and �̂�(𝑡𝑘|𝑐), first it is necessary to try the 
maximum likelihood estimate using  
(8) p̂(c) = 𝑁𝑐

𝑁
, 

𝑁𝑐 states the number of documents in class c and N is the total number of documents 
available. 
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4. Estimate the opportunity conditions �̂�(𝑡|𝑐) as the relative frequency of the 𝑡 
words in the document in a particular class using 
(9) �̂�(𝑡|𝑐) =

𝑇𝑐𝑡

∑ 𝑇′𝑐𝑡𝑡′ 𝑣
, 

𝑇𝑐𝑡
 states the frequency of word t in the training documents of class c, including in 

other documents.  
5. Using Laplace smoothing to avoid 0 results in the dominator by using the 

next equation, the hoax detection systems can work accurately on scattered topics 
[28],  
(10) �̂�(𝑡|𝑐) =

𝑇𝑐𝑡
+1

∑ (𝑇′𝑐𝑡
+1)𝑡′ 𝑣

=
𝑇𝑐𝑡+1

(∑ 𝑇′𝑐𝑡
)+𝐵′𝑡′ 𝑣

, 

where 𝐵 = |𝑉| is the number of words in the dictionary. 
Naïve Bayes algorithm results fact value and hoax value of the document.  

Fig. 3 describes in details the overall classification method.  

3.1.4. Class determination 
Documents from BING Web Search API and testing documents consist of fact-values 
and hoaxes obtained from Naïve Bayes algorithm. These values are then calculated 
to obtain the average of fact-value and hoax-value. If the fact-value is greater than 
the hoax-value, then the document is fact news and vice versa. 

The proposed system can build a collection of news from readers’ feedback and 
crawling BING search. Fig. 4b shows verified news from readers’ feedback stored in 
the database. Thus, this research can improve the shortcomings of previous research 
[10-13, 17], where news collection was built intentionally and manually by an 
administrator.  

3.2. Type of document dataset 
The document dataset used in this study was taken from the website 
https://turnbackhoax.id. This is a community website that fights the circulation of 
hoaxes in Indonesia and has been recognized by the Ministry of Communication and 
Information of the Republic of Indonesia. Documents stored in the corpus database 
are divided into three types, namely: 

1. Type-1 documents 
Type-1 documents are classified news documents (hoax or fact news). This type 

is obtained from the training phase, and crawling news from verified websites. The 
attributes in this type are id, title, content, URL, category, category type, fact-value 
and hoax-value. 

2. Type-2 documents 
Type-2 documents are news documents that have been classified by the system. 

The attributes in this type are id, title, content, URL, category, category type, fact-
value and hoax-value. 

3. Type-3 documents 
Type-3 documents are news documents that have been classified by readers’ 

voting. The attributes in this type are id, title, content, URL, category and category 
type. 
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Class of Type-3 documents can changes depending on the number of votes given 
by the reader. Determination of Type-3 document class follows the following rules: 

a. IF ∑ READER_FEEDBACKhoax > ∑ READER_FEEDBACKfact THEN 
DOCUMENT is classified as HOAX DOCUMENT; 

b. IF ∑ READER_FEEDBACKhoax < ∑ READER_FEEDBACKfact THEN 
DOCUMENT is classified as FACT DOCUMENT;  

c. IF ∑ READER_FEEDBACKhoax = ∑ READER_FEEDBACKfact THEN 
DOCUMENT is classified based on the last reader voting. 

Illustration of the above rules can be seen in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Determination of class on Type-3 news documents 
Document Feedback 1 Feedback 2 Feedback 3 Feedback 4 Result 

Document 1 Fact Fact Fact Hoax Fact 
Document 2 Fact Hoax Hoax Hoax Hoax 
Document 3 Fact Hoax Hoax Fact Fact 
Document 4 Fact Hoax Fact Hoax Hoax 

4. Results 

To reduce computational complexity, this system was divided into two parts: the 
back-end and front-end. The back-end side system was built using nodejs 
programming language and expressjs framework. Nodejs was chosen because it can 
run code quickly so system performance will not drop due to the speed of its 
execution [29, 30]. The front-end side used reactjs framework. This system used 
MongoDB as a database system. MongoDB was chosen because this system required 
nosql database type, and MongoDB is one of the best nosql databases [31]. 

4.1. System testing 
The system was tested in two phases: training and testing. The training phase was 
done to train the system, while the testing phase was for system evaluation. For the 
experiments’ purpose, this research used 250 news data taken from a website 
https://turnbackhoax.id/. Training data used 108 news (32 facts news, and 76 hoax 
news). Testing data used 142 news (26 facts news, and 116 hoax news). Inputting 
initial corpus data at the training stage can be done in 2 ways: by entering documents 
directly into the system or by importing CSV files. Then, the system will pre-process 
the inputted documents, and convert them to an array of data stored in the database 
as a corpus.  

Testing phase is done by inputting query documents into the system. The system 
accepted three parameters: title, content, and URL (optional). The system crawled 
news from BING search, pre-process, calculate the similarity, and classify the news. 
The system retrieves five news documents that were similar to the query document. 
The system prioritizes taking Type-1 news documents first. If it does not exist, it 
retrieves Type-2 news documents. If there are no Type-1, and Type-2 news 
documents, or it does not exist yet in the database, the system displays a maximum 
of 5 crawling reference documents that are similar to the query document. If the 
reference document generated by the system does not have a class yet, whether the 
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news is fact or hoax, then the system provides voting feature for readers to clarify the 
news. After readers give feedback, class determination of the Type-3 documents 
follows suit. Then, Type-3 documents are stored in the corpus database, and increase 
the amount of news in the database (Fig. 4). 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4. Indonesian Hoax Detection System display for website news reader feedback (a), Indonesian 
Hoax Detection System GUI display after website news reader feedback is successfully entered into 

database (b) 

4.2. System evaluation 

Evaluation of the system is done by comparing the results of the system with testing 
documents, which are 142 news documents. System performance measurement  
uses precision (see (11)) and recall (see (12)), with a range of values from 0 to 1  
[19, 32, 33]. In this study, the evaluation adheres to 6 criteria, with and without URL. 
Each criterion uses three different threshold similarities, namely 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6, 
(11) precision =

∑ relevance documents retrieved by system

∑ documents retrieved by system
, 

(12) recall =
∑ relevance documents retrieved by system

∑ number of relevance documents
. 
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The highest precision of 0.98 is achieved when readers include the URL by 
applying the similarity threshold of 0.4. The second position is 0.92 under similar 
conditions by applying similarity threshold of 0.6. This shows that the system is able 
to classify data accurately based on the retrieved documents. The highest recall of 1 
occurs when readers include URL by applying similarity threshold of 0.2. If readers 
do not include URL, then recall value is 1 by using similarity threshold of 0.2. This 
indicates that the system can return all relevant documents. 

To obtain consistent system performance in terms of precision and recall values, 
f-measure is used the next equation:  
(13) f-measure =

2 × precision × recall

precision+recall
. 

The best performance based on f-measure is 0.95, that is reached by using 
similarity threshold of 0.2 when readers include URL. The second-best performance 
is 0.94, obtained by excluding URL. Detailed results of the precision test, recall test, 
and f-measures for the all six criteria are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 5. 
 

Table 3. Comparison of precision test, recall test, and f-measure value for the six criteria 
Criteria (Threshold) Precision Recall f-measure 
URL (0.2) 0.91 1 0.95 
URL (0.4) 0.98 0.73 0.84 
URL (0.6) 0.97 0.63 0.76 
NOURL (0.2) 0.88 1 0.94 
NOURL (0.4) 0.95 0.7 0.81 
NOURL (0.6) 0.96 0.56 0.71 

 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of f-measures value against six criteria 

5. Discussion 

The performance of classification method in question is then compared with similar 
studies [10-12] by considering the precision, recall, accuracy and f-measure. 
R a s y w i r  and P u r w a r i a n t i  [10] has proven that Naïve Bayes is a more reliable 
machine learning compared to SVM and C4.5 algorithm. The results showed that 
Naïve Bayes, when combined with probability-based feature selection, achieved the 
best accuracy value of 0.91. Rasywir did not use precision, recall and f-measure 
values, so the results in the current study cannot be compared to them. However, the 
classification performance went down when there was more variation in terms of 
topics. 
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P r a s e t i j o  et al. [11] substituted the feature selection method with full news 
content-based to improve Rasywir’s text classification performance [10]. Prasetijo 
used news from politics, economy, sports, entertainment, and technology categories. 
He used SGD linear regression, SVM linear kernel and SGD modified-huber as the 
classification methods. The results showed that SGD modified-huber resulted in the 
highest precision, recall, accuracy and f-measure at around 0.73, 1, 0.84 and 0.82, 
respectively. 

P r a t i w i, A s m a r a  and R a h u t o m o’s research [12] investigated the effect 
of training and testing data ratio to achieve optimal performance of Naïve Bayes 
classification method. Pratiwi revealed that the best ratio was 70:30 which yielded 
values of precision, recall, accuracy and f-measure of around 0.67, 0.88, 0.78 and 
0.76, respectively. 

Our proposed method did not perform feature selection as that of in Rasywir’s 
research and Prasetijo’s research, so computing time is faster yet performance is 
better. Although we used documents from various criteria, our classifier was able to 
detect hoax news. We used the best ratio of training data and testing data, which is 
70:30. The comparison of our classifier’s performance with other studies is 
summarized in Table 4, which shows that precision, recall and f-measure of our 
classifier are better than others.  

 
Table 4. Comparison between the performance of our method and those of other studies 

Research Precision Recall Accuracy f-measure 
Our proposed method 0.91 1 0.87 0.95 
R a s y w i r  and P u r w a r i a n t i  [10] – – 0.91 – 
P r a s e t i j o  et al. [11] 0.73 1 0.84 0.82 
P r a t i w i, A s m a r a  and R a h u t o m o [12] 0.67 0.88 0.78 0.76 

 
It is important to note that our proposed method is able to append corpus dataset 

in news database and collect readers’ feedback (shown in Fig. 4a and b). Classified 
documents obtained from readers’ feedback also contribute to the system to detect 
hoax news. This should overcome the problem of text classification that only relies 
on manual input by administrator to constantly improve the corpus dataset. 

6. Conclusion 

The rapid increase of hoax news circulation in cyberspace has become a major 
concern of the Indonesian government. Previous attempts to reduce the circulation of 
hoax news did not work effectively. There is still a lot of hoax news spread in the 
community, whether it is reappearing hoax news or news that is not very legitimate 
and reliable. Developing a hoax news detection system is one of the solutions offered 
by information technology to help readers classify, verify, compare and cross-check 
news. 

This study proposes a detection system which involves users’ feedback feature 
to verify unclassified news and uses Naïve Bayes algorithm. The best performance 
of the system in detecting hoax news is with a threshold value of 0.2. The values of 
precision, recall, and f-measures are 0.91, 1, and 0.95, respectively if URL is 
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included; and 0.88, 1, and 0.94, respectively if URL is excluded. From these results 
it can be concluded that with or without URL, the system can yield good results. In 
addition, readers’ feedback feature can run well in verifying news documents and 
build the corpus database. 

Future research should improve system performance by using other 
classification methods, so the highest precision, recall and f-measure can be obtained. 
We also suggest combining content analysis with sentiment analysis to deal with 
different hoax patterns. 
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